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Birkin bags 1837

I'll be the first to admit: This summer, I developed an unusual obsession with basket bags. Every week or two, I waltz into the office with a new straw or raffia option, from an itty-bitty, handheld number to a full blown straw tote. And I'm not alone. This summer, baskets of all shapes and sizes have appeared on Instagram, accompanied by everything from gingham skirts and jorts to
graphic tees and high-waisted bathing suit. However, despite my endless searches on Etsy, eBay, and beyond, it took me over three months to finally find a piece that would make Jane Birkin proud. Recently, the Birkin Basket of Blooming Dreamer caught my attention, eating into that so-vintage feel I went for. It's similar in aesthetics to little Doe made-in-Portuguese bags that's
become a favorite of fashion settings, as Who What Wear points out (but that's repeatedly sold out). However, this basket has a big perk: That's about half the price of the Little Doe version. Sure, $150 is still a lot to spend on a basket, but I was looking high and low for basically this exact bag, so it's a price I'm willing to pay to finish the hunt for good. Why not pull a Birkin and trade
your daily black bag for something that looks (and feels) a little lighter? Click to shop the pieces for yourself and see how some of your favorite style influencers are using (and wearing) them. It's no secret that Kylie Jenner is a big consumer of luxury fashion. Each year, the food makeup mogul owns thousands - if not millions of dollars - of designer clothing, shoes and handbags.
Despite never revealing how much she spends on her wardrobe, Jenner gave fans a glimpse of her expensive items on social media. Jenner recently gave fans a look inside one of her first Hermès Birkin bags, which she bought after someone in her family persuaded her to do so. Kylie Jenner | Toni Anne Barson/WireImage Kylie Jenner gave a brief story about her first Birkin bag
On September 15, Jenner released a YouTube video What's In My Bag, where she revealed the contents of her limited edition, $24,000 Hermès Birkin bag from inside her luxury wardrobe. Before going into everything she carries inside her purse, Jenner gave fans a brief story about the extremely rare piece of the puzzle that only she and a few others in the world are proud
owners of. RELATED: What's Kylie Jenner's favorite bag brand? The makeup mogul started the video by sharing that the wallet was one of the first Hermès Birkin bags she bought. She revealed that her mother, Kris Jenner, insisted that she buy the bags because they are really rare and a big investment. Of course, Jenner didn't fight her mother about this and go and buy the bag,
saying that when Kris Jenner tells you to do something, you do it. Kylie Jenner's love for Hermès Birkin bags has grown Since becoming a millionaire, Jenner's luxury handbag collection has continued to grow - along with her incredible net worth. With intimacy A billion dollars in banking, the makeup tycoon has added some expensive bags to her collection every year and has
racked up so many wallets that she has a big one closest dedicated to her vast array. In 2018, the Keeping Up With the Kardashians star gave fans a tour of her huge wardrobe inside her Hidden Hills mansion. RELATED: Kylie Jenner Says She Would Save This $150,000 Handbag If Her House Was Ever on Fire During the video, Jenner called the shelf containing her Hermès
Birkin and Kelly bags her favorite row, noting that she had been collecting them for a minute, and considers them a great investment. In May 2020, Jenner took to Instagram to show off her updated handbag wardrobe, which is as gorgeous as you'd expect. In a series of snapshots, founder Kylie Cosmetics gave fans a glimpse of her designer handbag collection, including pieces
from luxury brands such as Louis Vuitton, Prada, Chanel, Fendi and more. Jenner even has bags arranged by color and size. In one photo, all pink, red and pink bags are grouped together while all the black bags are in the other part. How much is Kylie Jenner's handbag collection worth? Although she never revealed how many wallets she owns or how much she has paid for each
piece, the former 20-year-old has revealed just how vast - and expensive - Jenner's handbag collection really is. In 2019, designer Martyn Lawrence-Bullard told People that the makeup mogul has at least 400 bags, mostly Hermés, lots of Birkin bags and then Louis Vuitton, lots of Chanel and some Dior and Fendi. He added that most of Jenner's handbags are collector's items,
which she has bought as investments and treated like works of art. As for how much Jenner's handbag collection is worth, the Daily Mail estimates it is worth about $1 million. One thing is for sure: Jenner certainly knows how to spoil herself with the best money things can buy. Hermès Birkin bags are highly appreciated and very fake. When you're shopping for a Birkin in the
second market- whether it's new, pre-owned or vintage- make sure it's authentic with the advice from Elizabeth Bernstein, senior and authentic director of handbags and accessories at Portero.com. Here's what to look for: Hermès bags are all hand-stitched. The stitching will not necessarily be uniform and uniform all the above. Whatever lovely French rmeric is trying its best to
make it as much as possible, but when you're hand-stitching something it won't be completely symmetrical on the whole bag, Bernstein said. Fake Hermès bags are machine-stitched, so the stitching will be straight and even. It won't stay together as long as it's not done as well, she said. Real Birkins has a straight up handle If someone stores their real Birkin bag wrong, sometimes
you'll get a bend to it. But when you keep it, you can't say, Bernstein said. Fake bags are sometimes rounded or Handle. Hermès hardware is made of palladium or gilded with small signs that it is gilded. The lock and key feel heavy and not cheap. On fake bags, the hardware tends to be replicated in plastic. It will not look sleek and can be a different color. When you rotate the
switch button on the bag, it opens smoothly. Toggles on fake bags will have some resistance and will not feel smooth when twisted. Hermès made his own zipper called Hermès. But be careful, fake bags can also have fake zippers that say Hermès. Hermès Paris Made in France is stamped on the bag with delicate, neat and sleek fonts. On fake bags, fonts and stamping may be
too large or blocks v blocks. Most birkins are lined with chevre leather, which is goatskin. It has seeds; it's not smooth. For me with chevre skin, you can smell it. I might be one of the only ones to say it. But it's a goat, it smells like a goat. I know it's total, but the skin is the skin. Hermès smells like an expensive new car, Bernstein said. Hermès never had an authentication card. [The
fakes] are funny. They're plastic orange credit cards looking for things that say 'Hermès,' Bernstein said. When Hermès sells handbags, they don't want any skin to touch the skin. To protect it, they put a felt removable saddle on it. The counterfeiters can even recreate the saddle, too, Bernstein said. If a Hermès bag is too cheap, then perhaps it's too good to be true. Pictured, this
genuine Hermès Birkin bag (owned by Portero) is brand new and costs $18,000. Birkin pockets on the second market cost anywhere from the very, very cheapest, maybe $6,500 all the way up to, if it's exotic, $150,000. And that doesn't include diamonds, Bernstein said. Hermès Kelly bags tend to run less-than-about $2,500 all the way up to $130,000, she said. There are hermès
counterfeit products that sell for several thousand dollars and better quality. They're harder to say, Bernstein said. Bring a problematic bag to Hermès: If you have a Hermès bag that you're not sure about, take it to a Hermès store and try to fix it. If it is fake, Hermès will reject it. It may be embarrassing, but you can always say it's a gift, Bernstein said. Always buy from trusted
dealers: When shopping for pre-owned online, switch to trusted sites like Portero.com that have meticulous authentication and guarantee refunds. When shopping at delivery stores, get to know the owner and authentic person and ask about their authentication process. When it comes to buying handbags from individuals online (like eBay) or from handbag parties, use caution and
caution. I don't advise people to buy bags on the fly from random places, Bernstein said. Look at the overall picture: If something seems off about a handbag, whether it's quality, a zipper or too good-to-be-right price, trust your instincts. Get a second or third opinion simply walking. Cho Cho Authentic Handbag Tips from Elizabeth Bernstein, visit: Chanel Handbags: How to Tell If It's
Real or FakeLouis Vuitton Handbags: How to Tell If It's Real or Fake Fake
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